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Introduction

There are approximately 17 000 post offices in France at the time of the stamp Marianne de Béquet. But these offices are very different as they are located in a rural area or in an urban one, in a big city or in a small village.

In this article, we will be interested in the various types of civil post offices through their cancelling imprints (military post offices are handled in the article Military post office). We will distinguish eleven types of post offices which have different mail stamps or different wording, at least until 1966 when there was a progressive standardization of mail stamps (Cf. The book [17] of P. LAVENAS -> 14]). We will classify these post offices in three big categories: offices open to the public, those who are not and the temporary offices. Let us note that this article owes a lot to the brochure [11] of M. FREY.

We will define rather quickly these various types of post offices, then we will describe stamps or imprint which are associated to them by illustrating them by means of covers.
Post offices open to the public can be classified in eight categories.

**Full service post offices**

A **full service post office** is an establishment the conductor of which possesses the quality of public accountant and which do not depend on an administrative and accounting level of any other post office. Such an establishment enables customers to do all possible post transactions: mail and parcels franking and depositing, purchase of mail products, financial transactions, ... Postmarks of these offices belong to the A9 type of the [book][14] of A. LAUTIER with a simple continuous circle or, more rarely for the reporting period, to the A8 type (without any department number).

From the point of view of the name, if only one post office works in a locality, it takes the name of this locality. If this town is the administrative center of a department, the full service post office (or the most important of them) takes the name of "Main post office" (R.P.E. In french). In localities seats of several post offices, the main office takes the name of the municipality followed by the mention “PRINCIPAL”. The other post offices take the name of the locality followed by the name of the district or the public road where they are located.

---

**cachet postal d’une recette de plein exercice dans un chef-lieu de département (mention R. P. = Recette Principale)**

---

**cachet postal de la principale recette de plein exercice de FLEURY-les-AUBRAIS (mention PRINCIPAL)**
cachet postal d'une recette de plein exercice (mention de la voirie)

cachet postal d'une recette de plein exercice

empreinte illustrée à gauche de la principale recette de plein exercice de la ville d'ARGENTEUIL
empreinte muette à droite de la principale recette de plein exercice de la ville de VENISSIEUX

flamme postale illustrée à droite de la principale recette de plein exercice de la ville de CHOLET

flamme postale muette à droite de la recette de plein exercice du chef-lieu du département de la Martinique
flamme postale illustrée à droite de la recette de plein exercice du chef-lieu du département de l'Ardèche, sans n° de département

flamme postale illustrée à droite de la recette de plein exercice du chef-lieu du département des Hautes Pyrénées

flamme postale illustrée à gauche de la recette de plein exercice du chef-lieu du département du Var, sans n° de département
Sub post offices

Sub post offices are connected with a full service post office because their conductor does not possess the quality of public accountant. Postmarks of these offices belong to the B9 type of the book [14] of A.LAUTIER with a dotted circle.

Post offices annexes

A post office annexe is an office connected with another post office. Postmarks of these offices belong to the A9 type of the book [14] of A.LAUTIER.
cachet manuel d'un bureau annexe fixe (mention ANNEXE 1)

flamme postale illustrée à droite d'un bureau annexe fixe

flamme postale muette à droite d'un bureau annexe fixe
Travelling post offices

Introduced in 1959, the travelling post office concept corresponds to a vehicle arranged as a post office. This concept was declined in “la Poste à l’usine”, “la Poste au Marché”, “la Poste au HLM”, “la Poste au Camping”, “la Poste à la Plage” and “la Poste au Village”. This concept would have disappeared in 1979.

Urban auxiliary office

An urban auxiliary office is the annex of an office with a high traffic, which can do all simple mail operations, in an urban area. Such an office is occupied by a storekeeper. Postmarks of these offices belong to the D9d type of the book [14] of A. LAUTIER with a continuous hexagon, or to the A9 type.
Rural auxiliary office

A **rural auxiliary office** is an office similar to a urban auxiliary one, but in a rural area. Postmarks of these offices belong to the E9 type of the book [14] of A. LAUTIER with a continuous hexagon.

Mail agencies

**Mail agencies** are establishments connected with a post office and occupied by people outside La Poste, but under contract with it. Such an agency only offers a limited number of services. Postmarks of these offices belong to the F9 type of the [book [14] of A. LAUTIER- > 14] with a dotted hexagon.
Post office annexes

Post office annexes are offices relocated by a post office and occupied by a post-office employee; they generally provide basic services.

Post offices not open to the public

They are offices out-posted by the administration and the access of which is strictly reserved.
Official offices and services

The highest authorities of the State and some departments possess either a mail service, or a permanent post office. There are also temporary offices, held on the occasion of a congress or on the occasion of parliamentary sessions.

Among these official offices, two of them are particular because the associated governmental services have the right to issue official stamps. Let us remind that service stamps are stamps used by a particular organization (often governmental) and, normally, not usable except this organization.
In France, there are two such organizations: the UNESCO, in Paris, and the Council of Europe in Strasbourg, which regularly issue stamps (since 1961 for the UNESCO and since 1958 for the Council of Europe). Private individuals can use these stamps, provided that the concerned mail is posted in the post offices on which depend these organizations (Paris 07 for the UNESCO and Strasbourg for the Council of Europe).

We can see below two covers corresponding to these two organizations:

![Cover of a letter with a service stamp of the Council of Europe with the imprint and seal of the Council of Europe in Strasbourg](image1)

lettre avec un timbre de service du Conseil de l'Europe avec cachet et empreinte du Conseil de l'Europe à Strasbourg

![Cover of a recommended letter affixed with UNESCO service stamps posted at the philatelic service of UNESCO](image2)

lettre recommandée affranchie avec des timbres de service UNESCO postée au service philatélique de l'UNESCO

**The company post offices**

The naming company post office generally designates a post office the management of which is entrusted to a person outside to the PTT Administration., although approved by it. Some of these offices are opened to the public, but others are not.
cachet manuel d’un bureau d’intérêt privé (bureau de contrôle des métaux précieux)

empreinte d’un bureau touristique d’intérêt privé

cachet postal d’un bureau d’intérêt privé (entreprise de disques VOGUE)

**Temporary post offices**

Temporary post offices are post offices set up in a non-permanent basis around a political, commercial, cultural, sporting, ... event.
cachet manuel d'un bureau temporaire saisonnier

B.I.H.O.
9, avenue de Messine
Paris 8e

H. Jean Lissarague
2, rue Monge
75005 Paris
cachet manuel d'un bureau temporaire saisonnier

cachet manuel du service philatélique des PTT

cachet manuel du 50ème anniversaire d'une manifestation